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FEAR AND A WE:
MA Y MAN BRING SONG TO PRAYER?

The siddur insists that man, being insignificant before God, should
pray with fear and trembling before Him. Each morning, we
immediately thank God for restoring our soul to what otherwise
would be a dead body. The opening prayer in the liturgy, Ma Tovu,
expressly calls on Jews to pray to God "in fear of Thee," be-
yiratekha.

Almost immediately thereafter, when saying Asher Yatsar, we
again point out man's insignificance. God made man with orifices
and vessels, the malfunction of anyone of which would cause man to
be unable to even stand before God. Within minutes we recognize

again that we live by virtue of the soul, the neshama, that God has
given to each of us, that He may recall at any moment, and which He
will ultimately take back from us. Here again we acknowledge God's
eternity and man's mortality. This prayer is quickly followed by the
story of the Akeda which, in context, is designed to suggest that man,
even one as pure as Isaac, has no standing to be other than a korban,
a sacrifice-indeed, a korban olah, if you will, a total sacrifice. The
message is spelled out for us immediately after the Akeda in the
formulation that each person (named "Adam," which stands for man
at his most basic, imperfect and universal) should acknowledge that
he or she is nothing and deserving of nothing, and hence can say
nothing before God. Ma nomar le:ranekha? "What can we say before
you, our God and God of our fathers'?"

Thus, our liturgy commands recognition of the idea that we
must approach God in prayer with awe, with fear and trembling,
based on a recognition of man's inconsequence. But the question,
however, remains: having entered God's sanctuary and presence with
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this feeling of awe, and having approached the Almighty with this
overwhelming sense of our poverty of character and deed before
God's perfection, is there anything elsc which we may be allowed to
feel and express in our prayers'?

In his recent book, A Living Covenant, 
1 Israeli philosopher

Rabbi David Hartman questions certain writings of Rabbi Joseph B.
Soloveitchik which appear to answer this qucstion negatively, and
deals similarly with the views of the Israeli philosopher Yeshayahu
Leibowitz, who argues that one is not required to bring any

devotional feelings to the act of prayer, but merely kavvanah latset,
the intention to discharge an obligation to God, as one must feel, for
example, in taking the lulav.2 Hartman disagrees with both and,
based on Talmudic and other sources, emphasizes the importance of
man's freedom and responsibility. He argues for feeling and spon-
taneity in prayer, and even novelty (within the prescribed liturgical
structure), all of which would reflect man's sense of dignity and
adequacy. His conclusion is: "Rather than self-negation and self-
effacement, prayer reflects the worshiper's confident mood of being
fully accepted by God as a total person."3

Essentially, Hartman relics on Rabbinic authorities in the
Talmud and, perhaps more problematically, on Rambam, while
conceding that the more ritualistic approaches of Rabbi Soloveitchik
and Leibowitz are supported by later medieval and modern autho-
rities.4 Hartman may be overly generous in conceding that the
ritualistic view has predominated since the days of Rambam. In fact,
what is more likcly to be true is that it has been the predominant
Ashkenazi view. 5

I suggest that Hartman may really not be so far from Rabbi
Soloveitchik's position, because prayer is a process that inherently

requires awe and adequacy, and inevitably reflects a continuing
tension between them. The very act of seeking God implies adequacy
and worthiness; yet the very acts of petition and praise imply God's
greatness and our impotence.

In this regard, I would like to offer some items of evidence on
the issue, in the hope that it may stimulate further expressions of

view on the questions Hartman has raised, which are so timely and
challenging today to Jews of every persuasion. My approach is a
simple one: if we arc interested in how to pray, I believe we should
look first in the liturgy itself for guidance.

First, and most obviously, is the prayer we recite right after
admitting that man is no different from animals, "for all is vanity,"
that is, all of creation including man is as nothing compared to God.
"But," we say at that point in our morning liturgy, "we are Your
people," the "children of Your covenant. . . the asscmbly of Jacob
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. . . out of Your love for whom . . . You have called Israel and

Jeshurun.6 Therefore, we are required to give praise and thanks. . . to
Your name. How fortunate and how happy we are, how good is our
lot and pleasant our allotment in life," and "how fortunate and happy
we are" to say the Shema each day, twice a day, evening and
morning.

Suddenly, with this crucial Aval, "But," we turn our unworthi-
ness to the sublimest worthiness, and our despair at being no
different from animals to the pride of being uniquely called upon to
give praise and thanks to God. The form this praise takes appears
after the brief learning interlude preceding the kaddish de-rabbanan:
Mizmor, shir; "melody, song!" From this point on, the liturgy is
literally filled with references to song, culminating with the Az
Yashir, "Then, Moses and the children of Israel sang this song to
God."

Song is the ability to reach back into one's experiences, feelings

and thoughts and express emotions and ideas in a unique blend of
concentrated meaning and beauty. Prayer through song is an act that
goes beyond fear and trembling, beyond self-effacement and un-
worthiness. It represents art as well as holiness, man's ability to add a
personal, aesthetic dimension to enhance and deepen the sacred,
using the powers and skills God has given him. Was this not the
purpose and function of the singing and playing of the Levites in the
Temple?

Man sings to God when Moses and the Children of Israel sing
and when David sings, that is to say, man sings when the gulf
between God and man is at its greatest, either because of His
manifest greatness or our own manifest weakness. The flower of faith
flourishes in either soil, and therefore our liturgy stresses the
connection: "And they (the Israelites) believed in God and in Moses
his servant. Then sang Moses and the Children of Israel this song to
God, and they sang, 'I will sing unto the Lord for (i.e., because) He
has triumphed in strength. . . .'''7 Precisely, that is, when the Israelites
should have felt most insignificant, self-effacing and unworthy in the
face of the manifest gap between their helplessness and the
Almighty's strength, that was the time when the people sang.

Midrash Rabbah on Exodus 23 recounts how only Israel sang
before God, and how Israel, inspired by its faith in God, brought
God into the world through its song.

i. Rabbi Beraehya said in the name of Rabbi Abahu: "Although Thou art
eternal, from the beginning of time, Your seat was not established and You
were not known in the world until Your children sang before You (at the
Red Sea)."

2. ". . . and with the merit of their (the Israelites') faith, the holy spirit rest cd
upon thcm and they sang."
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3. "From the day the Almighty created the world until the Israelites stood at
thc Rcd Sea, no one sang before God except for the Israelites (at the Red
Sea). . . . For this I have been waiting."

Can there be more cogent proof that faith brings about the special
ability to sing to God, that Israel's song brings God into the world,
and that God waits anxiously to hear Israel in prayers of song?

We have two similar statements in tractate Hulln, 91b: "Israel is
more precious to God than the angels because Israel sings every hour,
whereas the angels sing once a day, or some say once a week, or some
say once a month, or some say once a year." Further, we are told,
"the angels may not sing above until Israel sings below." Again, we
see that Israel is expected to sing, praised for its song, and loved for
its song, by the Almighty.

Truly the numerous references to Israel in song throughout our
liturgy and in our classic Talmudic texts provide us with more than
just historical information. They are there to provide a model for
Jews throughout history, in their prayers and in their lives. The
message of song is joy even in sorrow and despair. It means, and
requires, a sense of confidence and worthincss, the ability to give
back to God something more than He gave us, through our own
efforts, using the powers and resources He has provided us. Jews
without song would have despaircd and abandoned their faith a long
time ago.

As far back as the story of Cain and Abel we have learned the
importance of offering the best of our resources and talents when we
express our feelings and thoughts in prayer. This is part of what we
mean when we talk about bringing poetry and music to prayer.
Certainly this presents dangers. We can become so caught up in
creating the beauty of our offerings that we forget their content and
purpose. Yet, Judaism rejects thc ascetic approach to life despite the
safety ascctism provides to man from temptation, pride and sin,
because asceticism rejects the very purpose of man's creation and
God's express wish in Genesis that man conquer the universe. The
Temple itself, in all its beauty, going back to the tradition of Bezalel,
created a constant temptation that one would think of that beauty
and not of one's sin or God's glory during times of sacrifice or prayer.
Yet, our beautiful Temple, and the music and the hundreds of
instruments used by the Levites in prayer, reflect the Almighty's wish,
kivyakhol, for beauty in our services as a handmaiden of religious
expression. The test for man in prayer at all times is to avoid
aesthetics for their own sake, and any involvement in aesthetics that
detracts from sincere devotion and kavvanah.

I do not suggest that there are not times when man should feel
inadequate and unworthy. But he never should feel so unworthy that
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Israel to address God with song and melody, shir and zimrah, as well
as with praises and other encomia.

Second, we see from the prayer Et Shem ha-Melekh that the
angels, whom we are to emulate in prayer, praise God with an
interesting combination of attitude and emotion, with nahat ruah
and yirah. Thc former concept embraces freedom and ease, spon-
taneity and feeling, appropriate to the liturgy they utter. But the
latter coneept embraces the awe and the fear that we each must feel in
the presence of the Almighty accessible though He is to us.

Here, indeed, is where the entire liturgy prior to Shema and the
Amidah has been leading. It has been pointing from the very
beginning of the service to the need for feeling both awe and ardor,
contriteness and confidence, inadequacy and inspiration, just as the
angels pray with yirah and nahat ruah.

We know that the Rav understands and advocates feeling and
ardor, and the sense of adequacy necessary to present our prayers

before God with dignity and a beauty of expression that serves the
thoughts, ideas and emotions of our prayers. We know this from
works of the Rav which Hartman himself citcs. io The tension
between the different aspects of prayer developed in the Rav's

writings reflects a theme in many of them. I refer to the inherent
duality of man's nature and man's task, which is to be a being of
nature and of spirit, of science and of belief, to be creative but
disciplined, confident and submissive, to be God-like and God-
fearing. 

ii

One can find this tension, this dual strain of confidence,

adequacy and freedom on the one hand, and inwardness, inadequacy
and submissiveness on the other, not only in our liturgy but

throughout our history. Indeed, one can speculate that in ways not
yet fully cxplicated, the contrast between classical Sephardi and
classical Ashkenazi culture is to a significant degree a reflection of
this duality and tension in Jewish history and culture. 12

Hartman has done a valuable service both in exploring the
problems of the ritualistic approach to prayer that results from
placing primary emphasis on man's unworthiness, and in exploring
the glories of man's unique ability to sing before the Lord with a
sense of dignity, freedom and responsibility, with the innovation and
creativity in word and song that this allows. But he has perhaps failed
to adequately recognize the two strains that are necessary to prayer
both in his own thinking and in his presentation of the Rav's views.

In my own view, the real problem is the way we understand and
live with this duality. There is, to be sure, an element of trust in man
in the optimistic approach of the one strain, and an element of
mistrust of man in the pessimistic approach of the other. As we have
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remarked, the Rav's philosophical writings display a very keen
awareness and appreciation of the dual nature of man, and the need
for both creativity and discipline in his life.13 But the inner conflict
between these paradigms necessarily requires an attempt at synthesis
and reconciliation, guided by the principles of our tradition. To
ignore the need for such synthesis and reconciliation is to invite
extremism on the right and the left, and the disunity that results when
the views of our Gedolim are not fully understood or fairly repre-
sented. What is needed is an express recognition that both elemcnts
are important, both man as creator and man as humble servant, and
that we must in all aspects of our lives continue the effort to
harmonize them and keep them in fruitful balance. Even more, we
need mutual toleration for the balance we each strike within the
broad boundaries of Halakhah.

By understanding that there are polarities and, thus, extremes to
be avoided, lies the best hope, I believe, for the continued spiritual
development of our people, so many of whom yearn to identify
spiritually with our traditions and the continuity of our history.

NOTES

L. The Free Press. 1985, pp. 131-179.

2. Op. cit., p. 163.
3. Op. cit., p. 179.
4. Op. cit., pp. 171-73.

5. Hartman cites Tosafot, the Tur, Shulhan Arukh and the early ninctcenth-century code
Hayyei Adam (pp. 171-2). While the Shulhan Arukh is by the great Sephardi, Rabbi
Joseph Karo, there is room for furthcr discussion. Rabbi Dr. H. J. Zimmels, in his
Ashkenazim and Sephardim (Marla Publications, London 1976) points out that the
Sephardim generally looked for the rcasons of the commandmcnts, whereas the Ash-
kenazim considered them as "royal decrees," for which reason was not necessary

(pp. 249-50). Jacob Elbaum's article "Ethical Literature in Poland," in Jewish Thought in
the Sixieenth Century, B. D. Cooperman, cd. (Harvard Univ. Press 1983), pp. 157-59,
suggests that there was a strongly kabbalistic influence in the idea that all Jewish ritual has
mysteries, and that all the commandments, in all their minute detail, should be carried out
even if their reasons arc unknown to us, and real kavvanah is not possible. Elbaum notes
Rema's lament that "even householders who cannot distinguish between their right and
their left and walk in darkness, who are incapable of explaining a Torah portion with
Rash!'s commentary, nevertheless are quick to study kabbalah." Elhaum adds (p. 165) that
this argument recurs in other authors. The Hasidic movement, which in part was a reaction
to the systematic and sophisticated Lurianic kabbalah, ccrtainly relied heavily on
kavvanah, and indeed on joy, often unbounded, in its approach to prayer. The rabbis of
Italy during the 15th-18th centuries stressed the importance of educating children to
understand the meaning and purpose of the prayers. See Simcha Assaf, Sources in the
History of Jewish Fducatinn (Devir, Tel Aviv 1931), Introduction to Vols. I and II.
Maharal also emphasized the importance of understanding the meaning and purpose of
mitsvot. See Seymour Fox, "The Moral Philosophy of MaHaRaL," appearing in
Coopcrman, op. cIl., at pp. 167, 173.

6. One is entitled to ask: Why do we remind God at this point that He called Jacob by another
name, Jeshurun-a name so rarely found in either scripture or the liturgy? It has been
translated and defined by the Septuagint, by R. David Kimhi and R. Abraham ibn Ezra,
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and by R. Obadiah Sforno as beloved, upright, and clear-sighted, respectively. This already
indicates that the meaning is not clear and there is room for more than one interpretation.
In the context of our issue, I suggest that Jeshurun also stands for lsrad's ability and its
right, because of its uprightness-its unique ability and right according to Midrash Rabbah
on Exodus 23 to sing before God. Jeshurun may thus come from shira, song, as well as
yashar or upright. As Moses and the Children of Israel sang (and that song, not
insignificantly, is a major part of every day's liturgy) so may we sing. Our liturgy seems to
say, "Ynu gave us that right when You gave us that name" of Jeshurun. Names in Jewish
history, from the very first chapters in Genesis, are fraught with significance for the people
who bcar them.

7. Exodus 14:31-15:l.
8. See Hartman, pp. 171-3.
9. See R. Abraham Portaleone, Shiitei ha-Gibborim.
10. See Hartman, pp. 133-9.

I L. As Rabbi Soloveitchik eloquently writes in Halakhic Man (Jewish Publication Society
1983), Halakhah-fashioning it and observing it-is man's role as God's partner in
completing Creation, and to this end man must not, cannot, feel inadequate in his halakhic
activities (pp. 99-101). Man, created in God's image, also incorporates "the most terrible
chaos and void," and must choose whether to he "'nohle or degenerate"; through Halakhah,
man '"creates himself" (p. 109). For man, in his role as creator, creation means
"spontaneity, actuality, action, rencwal, aspiration, and daring" (p. 131). "The goal of self-
creation is individuality, autonomy, uniqueness, and freedom" (p. 135).

12. Two interesting and contrasting sources in this regard are Moses Shulvass, Between the
Rhine and the Bosporus (College of Jewish Studies Press, Chicago, 1964), and Rabbi Dr.
H. J. Zimmels, Ashkenazim and Sephardim, pp. 5-7, 13-15, 19-20, 35-50, 61-6H,
124-137,164,185. Scc Chapters 7-9, pp. 190-240, for Zimmels'analysis of the reasons for
Sephardi and Ashkenazi differences in world and cultural outlook. Their differences were
paralleled to some degree, in certain periods, by differences in certain moral standards and
ritual practices (pp. 250-255). Shulvass asserts that Ashkcnazi Jcwry savcd Italian Jewry
from the danger of extinction by assimihition, by imparting to it the character of an
ethnically composite Jewish community (p. 183). While his view may be overstated, it
seems clear that each aspect of this duality of approach has its dangers. The strain of
individual adequacy, confidence, reason,and art can lead to a breakdown in religious belief
and practice, whereas the strains of inadequacy, pessimism, duty, asceticism~ and

inwardness can lead to narrowness and to divorce from human concerns and cultural
achievements. Rabbi Marc D. Angel, in his ncw book, The Rhythms of Jewish Living-A
Sephardic Approach (Sepher-Hermoii Press, New York, 1986), discusses Ashkcnazi
strictness and Sephardi leniency in the Halakhah, and some of the historic reasons for this
difference (pp. 76-8).

13. See, e.g., Hartman's discussion, p. 133.
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